Variation in form and axonal termination in the nucleus of the optic tract of the rat: the medial terminal nucleus input on neurons projecting to the inferior olive.
The nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) and the medial terminal nucleus (MTN) are two primary visual nuclei that take part in circuits sustaining the optokinetic reflex. The morphology of rat NOT cells projecting to the inferior olive (NOT-IO neurons) and their terminal input, specifically terminals originating from the MTN, have been studied in the rat at the light and electron microscopical level. This has been done by means of combined retrograde tracing from the inferior olive and anterograde tracing from the MTN to the NOT. The area containing MTN terminal fibers and the area occupied by NOT-IO neurons has been found to match. This matched distribution provides a more detailed description of the NOT, with possible functional implications. Identified NOT-IO neurons demonstrate considerable variability in their dendritic branching pattern and have been found to include all neuronal cell types described for the NOT. The dendritic branching pattern of NOT-IO cells could be related to the orientation and distribution of the NOT's major afferent fiber systems. NOT-IO neurons receive a variable MTN and retinal input onto their somata, comparable to other cells in the NOT. With exception of the superficial part of the NOT, NOT-IO neurons with the most MTN terminals were found dorsally in areas containing large numbers of MTN terminals. In conclusion, although NOT-IO neurons are uniform with respect to their receptive field properties, they vary considerably with respect to the shape of the cell body, dendritic branching pattern, and terminal input. This means that morphological characteristics of NOT-IO neurons have no predictive value with regard to their receptive field properties.